HOW DOES IT ALL WORK?
We have teamed up with some
forward thinking companies
to make sure the compostable
products we use are made
with the right materials and
composted the right way too!

Innocent Packaging and Ecoware supply us with the fabulous plant
based products listed below.
Green Gorilla work with us to ensure the compostable waste is taken
to the right place to be properly composted.
Envirofert are the commercial composting team who take the plant
based waste and turn it into usable compost in just three months!

PLA (Poly Lactic Acid)
Plant Plastic! Plastic is simply many long chains of repeating
molecules, and with PLA these molecules are derived from corn
instead of from fossil fuels. PLA can break down fully, back into
organic molecules.

CPLA (Crystalised Poly Lactic Acid)
CPLA is the crystalised form of PLA. It’s heat tolerant which means
it maintains the same ability to compost fully but is opaque instead
of clear, and a bit more hardy.
Wheatstraw and Bagasse
Officially the waste products from wheat and sugarcane production,
the result is a diverse and easily malleable plant material that can
be moulded into loads of fantastic products. Using only heat and
water in production, these materials are super sustainable, toxin
free and able to be easily composted after use. And don’t worry,
wheatstraw is gluten free and bagasse is much prettier than it
sounds.
FSC Grown or Recycled Paper
The Forest Stewardship Council ensures forests are responsibly
grown, leaving positive environmental and social impacts. These
paper products only use FSC or recycled paper, this paper can then
be recycled again and again or composted too.
Plant Based and Non Toxic Inks, Dyes and Glues
Plant products know no bounds, inks used are soy based and
adhesives are made from plants too. Paper products are whitened
without bleach - using non toxic oxidation.
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